
A330 P6 Notes

Brief/Questions
Standard LVO questions and cold weather questions. Additional Contaminated Runway Ops questions - Definition 
of ‘Contaminated’; what defines a ‘wet’ runway; what thrust settings can you use on a Contaminated Runway; 
discussion on use of QRH NP-1.05A, including working examples of what braking action would occur with various 
levels of contaminants.

Brief on the continuation of the UPRT training schedule. Nothing new, but concentrating on recovery from a low-
level fully configured stall on approach.

General PC notes
This is a fully automatic PC, and you are encouraged to engage the autopilot as soon as possible, and disengage it 
again just prior to a manual landing. Having said that, auto thrust failures on both profiles will require you to fly with 
manual thrust for a time.

The use of FlySmart and associated procedures was questioned in the brief. On the line we were not carrying out 
FlySmart procedures at the time the PC was conducted. We carried out the sim in CPA19 ALSO SIM 2 which we 
believe is aligned with tail reference LBK, LBF. ThESE simS haVE the iPads already in place. We were advised to 
carry out the required FlySmart performance calculations and crosschecks in the classroom, and bring them into the 
sim. We also brought in the paper NavTech charts, although I guess we could have used the iPad charts if we had 
wanted to. I USED IPAD. 

The use of non-normal comms to the cabin crew is required, as well as STAR briefs. I got the impression PA’s to the 
cabin was also required, although we did not do so. MY INST JUST WANTED US TO MENTION WE WOULD DO 
CALLS. 

Captain’s profile.
Set up at the holding point, full length for takeoff from OMDW 30 SITAT3L in LVO and icing conditions. The 
temperature is 9 degrees so need for core or fan shedding. Cheat start once the brief and checks are complete. Our 
first takeoff resulted in a medium speed APPROXIMATELY 100 kts RTO due CN’s screens losing all data. On the 
second takeoff, LAND ASAP Red was noticed shortly after liftoff. After the Takeoff Inhibit for that phase of flight 
elapsed, an ENG 2 FIRE ECAM illuminated. By then the automatics had been engaged, and the resulting thrust 
reduction was very nicely handled - by the autopilot. We took TOGA on number 1 engine, I DIDN'T AS NOT 
REQUIRED, to counter the lack of performance with the Flex 72 takeoff that resulted from the FlySmart calculation. 
LOTS OF PWR TILL 1000' DUE FIRE. Radar vectors for a return to OMDW ILS 30 LVO Cat 3A. Selected Fuel Wing 
X-Feed Open to avoid further fuel imbalance, and turned off the Yellow Electric Hydraulic pump. Nominated V8 as 
LVO exit point after consulting previously calculated FlySmart performance. Auto thrust failure on the approach, 
AUTO Cat 2 reversion, reset the DH and continued. Go around at minima. BE QUICK FOR LANDING C/L AND NEW 
DH.

Standard missed approach Engine Inop, be aware that low missed approach altitude of 2000ft coupled with 171ft 
elevation of OMDW, means that you are levelling off only just below the MAP altitude for cleanup. Once eventually 
level at 2000ft, remember manual thrust. OMDW is closed due weather, so we requested weather for OMDB. This 
was suitable for an RNAV (GNSS) 30L, so we nominated a diversion to OMDB and got cleared direct to BONUN. 
Prior to reaching BONUN we got direct to SEDPO for the approach. ON the approach we got GPS PRIMARY LOST 
on both FMs and we went around. 

Standard missed approach Engine Inop. Elevation of OMDB is 62ft, so a fairly standard level off altitude, and the 
MAP altitude is 3000ft. GPS PRIMARY regained automatically. Requested weather for OMDB and advised that the 
approach in use was now an ILS 30L. Received a clearance to turn left to SEDPO climbing 4000ft. Given that 
SEDPO was closest way round to the right, the natural way for a DIR TO was right hand. To counter this, we 
selected HDG and turned left until the natural way to turn for a DIR TO was left hand. MY INSTRUCTOR JUST GAVE 
A HEADING AND DIRECTION OF TURN. We were instructed to join a hold at SEDPO; 299 degrees inbound; left 
hand; one minute. SET UP MANUALLY AND THEN DON'T NEED TO FLY UNLESS YOU NEED MORE TIME. Upon 
having conducted the entry manoeuvre, we were cleared for the ILS. The approach was flown automatically with 
autopilot disconnection at close to minima for the manual landing. Instructed to stop on the runway.



Reset to short finals to conduct OMDB ILS 30L Cat 2 auto land with all engines running. Remember the requirement 
as per the NOTAMS to disconnect autopilot on nose wheel touchdown. YOU CAN PULL REVERSE WHILST 
WAITING TO PUT NOSE ON RWY. We took the nominated runway exit, and instructed to join TWY K. While taxiing 
on TWY K we were advised of an adjacent aircraft reporting flames and smoke emanating from our left hand wheel 
well. We elected to stop on the taxiway, call for emergency services, and conduct an emergency evacuation using 
right side exits only. FIND EVAC BUTTON OVERHEAD BEFORE FLIGHT AS BUTTON DONE IN THE DARK. 

First Officer’s profile
Very similar to Captain’s profile. Set up at the holding point, full length for takeoff from OMDW 30 SITAT3L in 400m 
visibility and icing conditions, engines running. LAND ASAP Red was noticed shortly after liftoff. After the Takeoff 
Inhibit for that phase of flight elapsed, an ENG 2 FIRE ECAM illuminated. Handled as per Captain’s profile. After 
requesting weather and approach in use at OMDW, we received radar vectors for OMDW ILS 30. At some stage in 
this profile the auto thrust fails, but not sure exactly when this occurred for the First Officer. Automatic approach, 
with go around at minima due nil sighting.

Once again, standard missed approach Engine Inop, be aware that low missed approach altitude of 2000ft coupled 
with 171ft elevation of OMDW, means that you are levelling off only just below the MAP altitude for cleanup. OMDW 
is closed due weather, so we requested weather for OMDB. This was suitable for an RNAV (GNSS) 30L, so we 
nominated a diversion to OMDB and got cleared direct to BONUN. Prior to reaching BONUN we got direct to 
SEDPO for the approach. SET UP HOLD AGAIN BUT NOT REQUIRED TO FLY. At some stage we received a HYD B 
SYS ELEC PUMP FAIL ECAM. Turned off the B SYS ELEC PUMP as per ECAM. INSTRUCTOR MAY TURN IT ON 
BEFORE MSG OTHERWISE SIM HAS HASSLES FAILING A NOT RUNNING PUMP. Nil performance effects. 
Automatic approach, with go around at minima due nil sighting.

Standard missed approach Engine Inop. Elevation of OMDB is 62ft, so a fairly standard level off altitude, and the 
MAP altitude is 3000ft. Direct to SEDPO climbing 4000ft to join the hold, as per the Captain’s profile with the same 
considerations and conduct. Obtained the OMBD weather and were advised OMDB ILS 30L in use. The approach 
was flown automatically with autopilot disconnection at close to minima for the manual landing.

UPRT 
The aircraft was set up at 2000ft on finals for OMDB ILS 30L in VMC conditions in Alternate Law. We configured 
fully, and established on the GS. We were instructed to close the thrust levers in response to an ATC instruction to 
reduce to minimum speed. We were instructed to allow the speed to decay fully and recover at the STALL warning. 
THE SIM WILL INCREASE THE POWER ITSELF UNLESS SIM INSTRUCTOR FAILS THE AUTO THRUST. The major 
points are to lower the nose to the approximate normal approach attitude of around 4 degrees; conduct impeccable 
mouth music as per the UPRT requirements; and go around once ‘Stabilise’ is announced, which is nominally once 
the original approach speed has been regained. This profile was only conducted once for us and the Captain flew it. 
WE DID IT TWICE. 


